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A B S T R A C T

The goal of this study was to identify and empirically test variables that indicate how well partners in re-
lationships know each other's food preferences. Participants (n=2,854) lived in the same household and were
part of a large, nationally representative panel study in Germany. Each partner independently predicted the
other's preferences for several common food items. Results show that predictive accuracy was higher for likes
and for extreme and stereotypical preferences as compared to dislikes and for moderate and idiosyncratic
preferences. Accuracy was also higher for couples with a high similarity in preferences and with longer re-
lationship duration but was independent of participants' age after controlling for relationship duration. The data
also show that relationship duration was accompanied by higher similarity in couples' food preferences. There
was a small positive correlation between partner knowledge and both partner similarity and satisfaction with
family life, but no correlation between partner knowledge and general life satisfaction. The results reconcile both
valence and base-rate accounts of preference prediction accuracy.

1. Introduction

Food is a central part of human life and human relationships
(Drewnowski & Hann, 1999). Every day, people are required to make
predictions about other people's food preferences, for instance, when
deciding what foods to purchase and prepare for family members (e.g.
Roos, Lehto, & Ray, 2012; Russell, Worsley, & Liem, 2015). Eating to-
gether is also an important part of long-term relationships that can be a
source of both enjoyment and conflict (Bove, Sobal, & Rauschenbach,
2003). Sharing meals provides an opportunity to communicate with
family members and to observe their food preferences (Hartmann,
Dohle, & Siegrist, 2014). Knowing and accurately predicting which
foods one's partner likes and dislikes, and feeling that one's own likes
and dislikes are understood have been shown to increase subjective
well-being (Decuyper, De Bolle, & De Fruyt, 2012; Finkenauer &
Righetti, 2011; Thomas & Fletcher, 2003; Thomas, Fletcher, & Lange,
1997). On a societal level, making better predictions in general can
lower economic costs (e.g., Waldfogel, 1993) and can help in reducing
food waste in particular, which has become an important issue in sus-
tainability (Aschemann-Witzel, 2015; Parfitt, Barthel, & Macnaughton,
2010).

Even though predicting food preferences is a common activity in
daily life, little is known about the factors that determine the accuracy

of food preference prediction in couples. The few studies that address
this issue rely on relatively small samples that make it difficult to
generalize the results. To bridge this gap, the paper at hand uses a large,
nationally representative sample of couples living in Germany to test
measures that correlate with predictive accuracy for common foods. As
outlined in more detail below, we focus on key concepts and measures
that have been identified and discussed in the literature, including
valence, strength, and idiosyncrasy of preferences as well as couples’
age and relationship duration. The data also make it possible to analyze
similarities in food preferences between partners and possible correla-
tions of accurate partner knowledge in the food domain and relation-
ship satisfaction as well as satisfaction with family life.

1.1. Valence

Past research indicates that prediction accuracy of personal choice
by individuals depends on valence, that is, whether a predicted “target”
likes or dislikes an item. For example, Gershoff, Mukherjee, and
Mukhopadhyay (2003, 2007) suggest that other people's likes are easier
to predict than their dislikes because they are often less ambiguous and
hence more reliable. In a similar vein, a study on predicting school
lunch choices found that parents were better at predicting their chil-
dren's likes than dislikes (Mata, Scheibehenne, & Todd, 2008).
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Other research suggests the opposite, namely that dislikes are easier
to predict than likes because negative information is often regarded as
more important and diagnostic (Ahluwalia, 2002; Herr, Kardes, & Kim,
1991). Other researchers have argued that negative information in-
creases attention and is easier to remember (Baumeister, Bratslavsky,
Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Ito, Larsen, Smith, & Cacioppo, 1998; Pratto
& John, 1991; Taylor, 1991). A study by Liem, Zandstra, and Thomas
(2010) found that parents who predicted the ice cream preferences of
their 3 to 10-year-old children were more accurate at predicting dislikes
than likes, presumably because children communicated dislikes more
consistently. Research on the evolutionary origins of food preferences
has shown that strong dislikes and feelings of disgust are distinct and
quite stable over time (e.g., Olatunji et al., 2012; Rozin, Haidt,
McCauley, Dunlop, & Ashmore, 1999; Rozin, Haidt, & McCauley, 1993),
which presumably makes them easier to predict.

1.2. Stereotypical preferences

Recent findings by Pollmann and Scheibehenne (2015) indicate that
preference prediction accuracy depends critically on the distribution of
preferences within the population rather than on valence per se. Across
different domains such as food or movie preferences, they found sup-
port for the base rate hypothesis, stating that common, stereotypical
preferences that are shared by many people are easier to predict than
unique, idiosyncratic preferences.

Presumably, knowing that many people like or dislike an item,
sometimes referred to as generic knowledge (Finkenauer & Righetti,
2011) or stereotype consensus (Gill & Swann, 2004), may provide valid
information that can be utilized when making predictions on an in-
dividual level (Acitelli, Kenny, & Weiner, 2001; Hoffrage, Lindsey,
Hertwig, & Gigerenzer, 2000; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; West, 1996).
To illustrate, predicting that a given child likes ice-cream and dislikes
broccoli is probably a safe bet. Accordingly, in domains in which pre-
ferences are widely shared (e.g., popular foods), likes are better pre-
dicted than dislikes, whereas the reverse is true in domains in which
preferences vary widely (e.g., avant garde films). These results dovetail
with findings by Scheibehenne, Mata, and Todd (2011), who also found
higher accuracy for stereotypical preferences shared by many people.
While these results seem to contradict the valence-based account out-
lined above, the two explanations are not mutually exclusive because
valence could be an important predictor of accuracy in preference
predictions beyond the base rates.

Importantly, rigorously testing the base-rate hypothesis conjointly
with the valence account requires that possible alternative explanations
be ruled out. For example, in the previous analysis by Pollmann and
Scheibehenne (2015), the proportion of people who liked or disliked an
item (i.e., the base rates) varied across domains (foods, movies, etc.).
Hence it could be that the observed effects were due to differences
between the respective domains or participants and not to the base
rates per se. Ruling out these alternative explanations requires a within-
subjects design in which both base rates and valences vary within the
same prediction domain.

1.3. Extreme preferences

Besides valence and base rates, past research also indicates that
prediction accuracy depends on the extremeness of an observed pre-
ference, i.e., how strongly someone likes or dislikes an item. Although
extreme likes and dislikes may often be idiosyncratic and hence have
low base rates, not all extreme preferences are necessarily rare. An
example of this is the strong general dislike for some ethnic foods such
as Surströmming, a fermented herring sold in Sweden that has a pun-
gent, rotten smell.

In their study, Scheibehenne et al. (2011) reported higher predictive
accuracy for more extreme preferences. Similar to the arguments for the
negative valence hypothesis above, a possible explanation for this is

that individuals pay more attention to extremely positive and extremely
negative opinions (Gershoff et al., 2003) and that extreme likes and
dislikes are more reliable and are expressed more intensely than less
extreme preferences (Wetzel, Lüdtke, Zettler, & Böhnke, 2016). Hence,
to rigorously test the extremeness hypothesis against the base-rate and
the valence hypotheses requires data in which all three factors vary
independently of one another.

1.4. Similarity

Past research found that predictive accuracy increases in couples
who share similar preferences in the respective domain (Lerouge &
Warlop, 2006). A positive correlation between preference similarity
and accuracy may occur if partners use their own preferences to predict
those of others (e.g., Allport, 1924). Such an “egocentric anchoring”
strategy (Naylor, Lamberton, & Norton, 2011) may indeed yield accu-
rate predictions (Davis, Hoch, & Ragsdale, 1986). Similarity is also a
good predictor of attraction (Montoya, Horton, & Kirchner, 2008).
Hence, people tend to associate with other people who are similar to
them (i.e., homophily). In addition to this social selection, there is also
evidence of social causation, showing that couples' food and taste
preferences become more similar over time (Bove et al., 2003). Re-
cently, Groyecka et al. (2018) found that the similarity in taste and
olfactory preferences in couples increases with relationship duration. A
possible convergence over time may have a positive influence on pre-
diction accuracy in longer relationships (Thomas et al., 1997). How-
ever, couples’ similarity is presumably higher for items on which most
people agree. Therefore, it is again important to distinguish similarity
accounts from the base-rate hypothesis outlined above. Such a dis-
tinction requires empirical data in which the similarity between part-
ners can be disentangled from how stereotypical their preferences are.

1.5. Age and relationship duration

While people are eating out with increasing frequency, in many
countries including Germany, most meals are still eaten at home
(Orfanos et al., 2009). As partners living in the same household often
eat together (Kremmer, Anderson, & Marshall, 1998), longer relation-
ships provide extended opportunities for learning and feedback. In turn,
this can be expected to increase partner knowledge and facilitate pre-
dictive accuracy. Accordingly, some studies outside the food domain
have found that mutual understanding is higher among couples in long-
lasting relationships (e.g., Iafrate, Bertoni, Donato, & Finkenauer, 2012;
West, 1996). However, a meta-analysis of 27 studies found no corre-
lation between predictive accuracy and relationship duration (Fletcher
& Kerr, 2010). Likewise, a more recent longitudinal study of newly
married couples found no increase in predictive accuracy over a period
of four years (Finkenauer & Righetti, 2011). In the food domain, find-
ings by Scheibehenne et al. (2011) even suggest that elderly couples are
less accurate in predicting each other's preferences than younger cou-
ples. The authors note that the lower accuracy could be due to a cohort
effect (Ellis, Holmes, & Wright, 2010) or could reflect a general decline
in cognitive capacities including memory, attention, or perception with
age (Healey & Hasher, 2009; Salthouse, 2011; see also; Ramscar,
Hendrix, Shaoul, Milin, & Baayen, 2014). Hence, even though age and
relationship duration are usually correlated in the real world, the two
factors make qualitatively different predictions. To disentangle these
influences, we collected and statistically analyzed data that make it
possible to estimate the effect of couples' relationship duration in-
dependently from age.

1.6. Relationship satisfaction and well-being

For attitudes and personality traits, higher predictive accuracy and
similarity is positively correlated with relationship quality and emo-
tional well-being (Decuyper et al., 2012; Dunn, Huntsinger, Lun, &
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Sinclair, 2008; Pollmann & Finkenauer, 2009; Reis, Lemay, &
Finkenauer, 2017; Sillars & Scott, 1983). Past research further indicates
that people tend to perceive close acquaintances as being similar to
themselves (Alves, Koch, & Unkelbach, 2016; Montoya et al., 2008;
Weller & Watson, 2009), suggesting a positive correlation between
perceived similarity and relationship quality (Furler, Gomez, & Grob,
2014; Letzring & Noftle, 2010; Luo & Snider, 2009). Relationship
quality also seems to depend on the similarity in empathic accuracy
when predicting thoughts and feelings between partners (e.g., Ickes,
1993; Simpson, Ickes, & Blackstone, 1995; Stinson & Ickes, 1992). In
other words, similarity in prediction accuracy correlates with re-
lationship satisfaction, irrespective of actual accuracy.

The causal link between these variables is not always clear, how-
ever. Higher relationship quality could lead to better partner knowl-
edge and higher (perceived) similarity, e.g., because couples spend
more time together. On the other hand, partner knowledge and (per-
ceived) similarity might positively influence relationship quality be-
cause of fewer misunderstandings and the feeling of being understood.

Irrespective of the causal direction, it is not clear if these links
generalize to the food domain. Preparing foods that the partner does
not like (indicating low preference knowledge) may decrease relation-
ship satisfaction. Scheibehenne et al. (2011) found no correlation be-
tween relationship satisfaction and predictive accuracy in the case of
everyday food preferences, although their study may have lacked suf-
ficient statistical power to detect smaller correlations. To overcome
these limitations and to test the link between relationship quality and
predictive accuracy more rigorously, the study at hand relies on a larger
and more representative sample.

1.7. Research questions

The current study addresses the gaps in the literature described
above based on the following research questions: 1. Is it easier to pre-
dict likes (positivity effect) or dislikes (negativity effect)? 2. Is it easier
to predict common, stereotypical preferences that are shared by many
people or unique, idiosyncratic preferences? 3. Are extreme preferences
easier to predict than moderate preferences? 4. Does predictive accu-
racy increase between partners who share similar food preferences? 5.
Does accuracy increase with age and/or relationship duration? 6. Does
predictive accuracy correlate with relationship satisfaction or well-
being?

To address these research questions, we conducted a study in which
a representative sample of couples rated their own preferences and
predicted their partners’ preferences for a number of familiar food
items.

2. Method

2.1. Sample

Participants were part of the Innovation Sample of the German
Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP-IS), established in 2012, which of-
fers researchers the opportunity to collect data tailored to their parti-
cular research question (see Richter & Schupp, 2015). The SOEP-IS is a
household panel study in which all household members aged 17 and
above are interviewed. SOEP-IS respondents are chosen using a multi-
stage random sampling technique with regional clustering. Refresher
samples have been added over time to increase sample size and to
maintain the representativeness of the data for the population of
households in Germany. Our final sample consisted of 1416 hetero-
sexual and 11 homosexual couples. Respondents’ mean age was 54.5
years (sd=15.8 years) with a range from 19 to 94 years.

2.2. Food items

To cover a diverse spectrum of food items and preference ratings,

we selected 18 foods that were either high in fat or high in sugar (and
thus are often considered unhealthy), or low in both, fat and sugar (and
thus are often considered healthy, Duffy et al., 2007). Within each of
these three categories (i.e. fatty, sweet, and healthy), foods were se-
lected to cover a wide range of most participants’ preferences, from
being potentially liked to disliked. Within each of the resulting six ca-
tegories (e.g. fatty & potentially liked, fatty & potentially disliked, etc.),
we identified three widely known foods that people of different ages,
genders, and socioeconomic statuses consume in Germany with vari-
able frequency (Max Rubner-Institut, 2017). To account for the fact that
some people in the population do not eat meat (e.g., Pfeiler & Egloff,
2018), we used only vegetarian foods. To further increase reliability, we
aimed for short and concise descriptions. Example items include honey
(high in sugar, potentially liked), licorice (high in sugar, potentially
disliked), peanuts (high in fat, potentially liked), tofu sausage (high in
fat, potentially disliked), sliced apples (comparably low in sugar
(< 10%), potentially liked) and low-fat yogurt (low in fat, potentially
disliked). Fig. 1 provides an overview of all food items.

2.3. Item presentation and answer scale

For each couple, one food from each of the six categories was ran-
domly selected and the selected foods were presented in random order.
Half of the couples, again randomly assigned, first rated their own and
then their partner's preferences on all items. The other half of the
couples first rated their own preferences and then their partner's pre-
ferences. All participants rated how much they liked each food on a
fully anchored seven-point hedonic preference scale ranging from
“don't like it at all” (1) to “like it very much” (7). Participants used the
same scale to predict their partners' preferences. The data were speci-
fically collected to address the research question at hand. While each
couple only rated six foods, the final statistical analysis was based on all
18 foods. As there were thousands of couples in the sample, there are
still many observations for each food item.

Fig. 1. Overview of preference ratings for each of the 18 food items. The large
grey shaded dots indicate mean ratings, and error bars indicate the 50%
quantile range. The open grey circles in the background indicate individual
ratings with jitter (i.e., a bit of random noise which has been added for better
visibility).
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2.4. Measure of prediction accuracy and life satisfaction

Prediction accuracy was quantified as the absolute difference be-
tween a participant's predictions and the stated preferences of their
respective partner (i.e., the “target”). Hence, the measure ranges be-
tween 0 (perfect accuracy) and 6 (lowest accuracy). Alternative mea-
sures established in the literature, such as the root of the mean-squared
difference or the absolute order of magnitude error (e.g., Brown &
Siegler, 1992), were highly correlated (r= 0.96 and r= 0.93, respec-
tively) and yield similar results.

As part of the SOEP-IS survey, respondents also answered questions
about their life satisfaction in general and their satisfaction with family
life in particular on a scale from 0 (very unsatisfied) to 10 (very sa-
tisfied). As one question was asked at the end and the other at the
beginning of the survey, there was a time lag of about 40minutes be-
tween.

2.5. Statistical analyses

To test which variables systematically influenced the prediction
error, we estimated a multilevel linear regression using the lme4
package in R (version 1.1–13, Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015).1 The model accounts for possible dependencies in the data due
to the repeated measurement design and is similar to the mean-level
bias approach (Fletcher & Kerr, 2010; Stern & West, 2018). The re-
gression model assumes random intercepts for individuals, couples, and
food items. Predictor variables were tested by adding them con-
secutively as fixed effects, starting from a baseline model that includes
just the intercept as a single fixed effect (denoted m0). We conclude
that a given variable has a credible influence on prediction accuracy if
adding it to the regression equation improves model fit according to the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) that takes model complexity into
account. While absolute BIC values are difficult to interpret, BIC dif-
ferences (ΔBIC) can be transformed into Bayes factors (BF), which can
be interpreted more intuitively.2 In particular, the BF quantifies the
evidence for one model over another. For example, a BF of 10 indicates
that, based on the observed data, one model was ten times more
probable. We relied on this Bayesian model comparison approach to
avoid the pitfalls of null-hypothesis significance testing (e.g., Baker,
2016).

As we will outline in more detail in the results section below, the
association between prediction accuracy and age as well as between
prediction accuracy and relationship duration was analyzed first. Next,
the targets' preference ratings were included to test whether prediction
accuracy depended on valence. To test whether targets with more ex-
treme preferences were predicted better, an extremeness score was in-
cluded as an additional prediction that was calculated by taking the
absolute difference between targets' ratings on the seven-point pre-
ference scale and 4, the middle of the scale. Hence, ratings that are
closer to either endpoint of the scale received higher scores. Next, a
variable that measured stereotypical preferences was included in the
model as a predictor. This variable was calculated based on the absolute
difference between each rating and the mean rating for that particular
food across all participants. Here, a larger absolute difference indicates
a larger deviation from the majority preference and hence a more
idiosyncratic and less stereotypical preference. In a next step, we tested
whether similarity in couples' likes and dislikes affects prediction ac-
curacy by adding the absolute difference between partners' preferences

to the regression model as an additional predictor. Thus, higher dif-
ference scores indicate less similarity. Finally, we studied possible links
between prediction accuracy and participants’ average satisfaction with
life in general and with family life in particular as a proxy for re-
lationship quality. In the latter analyses, prediction accuracy was
treated as a predictor variable for the satisfaction measures. As outlined
in the introduction, the causal direction between these variables is not
always clear, but treating satisfaction measures as a dependent variable
seems a more common approach in the literature (e.g., Diener & Diener,
2009).

2.6. Missing data

For 58 couples (4% of the sample), information about relationship
duration was not available, and in 0.5% of individual food ratings (174
out of 34,248), responses for food items were missing. We excluded
these cases from further analysis to ensure a constant number of ob-
servations across all models.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive analyses

The mean self-reported relationship duration was 28.8 years
(sd=17.5 years) with a range from 1 to 70 years. Fig. 1 provides an
overview of the preference ratings (i.e., the ratings on how strongly
participants disliked or liked a food on a scale from 1 to 7) for the 18
food items. The ratings differed widely, ranging from the most liked
sliced apples (m=5.8, sd=1.35) to the least liked tofu sausage
(m=1.9, sd=1.44). The mean absolute prediction error across all
participants and foods was 1.06 (sd= 0.66).

3.2. Relationship duration and age

For the intercept-only baseline model (m0), the estimated intercept
was 1.06, indicating that on average, participants' predictions were off
by 1 point on the 7-point answer scale. Adding participants’ age to the
baseline model improved model fit. The difference between the
Bayesian information criteria (ΔBIC) of the baseline model (m0) and the
extended model (m1) was 7. This difference translates into a Bayes
factor (BF) of 33, indicating that m1 was 33 times more probable than
m0. This provides strong evidence of a systematic influence of age on
food prediction accuracy. The estimated regression coefficient was ne-
gative, indicating that prediction error decreased with age and hence
that accuracy increased with age. Table 1 gives an overview of the
respective parameter estimates. As can be seen from the table, the es-
timated regression coefficient had a rather small effect. Expressed in
absolute terms, an age difference of 10 years would only decrease the
absolute prediction error by 0.038 points. Stated differently, a decrease
in prediction error by one standard deviation (i.e., 0.66 points) would
theoretically require growing 173 years older.

As older participants also tend to have lived longer with their
partner, that is, spent more time with him or her, the question arises
which of the two variables was responsible for the observed effect, age
or relationship duration. As a first step toward answering this question,
we tested the main effect of relationship duration on prediction accu-
racy. Including only relationship duration as a fixed effect (m2) in-
creased model fit relative to an intercept-only baseline model
(ΔBIC= 26.4; BF > 10,000), indicating that longer relationship
duration improves prediction accuracy. Including both age and re-
lationship duration as predictors (m3) did not improve the fit above and
beyond that of model m2, which only included relationship duration
(ΔBIC=−7.4; BF=0.02), indicating that the effect of age was medi-
ated by relationship duration. A mediation analysis on the level of in-
dividual participants confirmed this result (Tingley, Yamamoto, Hirose,
Keele, & Imai, 2014). In absolute terms, the effect of relationship

1 The data analysis script is available online at https://osf.io/teycw/. Due to
strict provisions of German data protection law, we cannot make the data
publicly available. Researchers can apply for data access free of charge through
the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW Berlin).

2 Based on the standard assumption of uninformative priors (Raftery, 1995),
the transformation suggested by Wagenmakers (2007) is BF=exp(ΔBIC/2).
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duration was again small, as indicated by the estimated regression
coefficients shown in Table 1. Increasing relationship duration by 30
years would only improve the absolute prediction error by 0.15 points,
about a quarter of a standard deviation.

3.3. Valence and extreme preferences

Adding the preference rating of the target as an additional predictor
(m4) increased model fit relative to model m2 (ΔBIC=360,
BF > 10,000). The corresponding regression coefficient was negative,
indicating that the prediction error decreased for foods that received
higher ratings. In other words, prediction accuracy was higher for likes
than for dislikes.

Adding the extremeness score to the regression model (m5) further
increased model fit relative to m4 (ΔBIC= 180, BF > 10,000). The
corresponding regression coefficient was again negative, indicating that
the prediction error decreased for foods that received more extreme
ratings by partners. Stated differently, predictive accuracy was higher
for strong food preferences. This was despite the fact that predicting
extreme preferences is more difficult a priori because they allow for a
larger absolute estimation error.

3.4. Stereotypical preferences

Including the indicator for stereotypical food preferences as an ad-
ditional predictor in the regression model (m6) further improves model
fit (ΔBIC=377, BF > 10,000). The corresponding regression coeffi-
cient is positive. Hence, prediction error increases for idiosyncratic
preferences, and likewise, prediction accuracy increases for more
common, stereotypical preferences. These results show that the valence
and base-rate accounts are not contradictory but rather make in-
dependent contributions to prediction accuracy. Accordingly, accuracy
is highest for strong positive preferences that are shared by many
people.

If common preferences increase prediction accuracy, foods for
which many people share similar preferences should be predicted more
accurately. Such homogenous preferences should then result in lower
variance and lower entropy (Shannon, 1948) of the submitted pre-
ference ratings for a food item. To test this, we estimated a linear re-
gression model on the level of single foods (n=18) where the depen-
dent variable was the mean absolute prediction accuracy for each food
item across all participants and the predictor variable was either the
variance or the entropy of participants’ preference ratings for each food.
Results of these analyses indicate that both variance and entropy are
good predictors of prediction accuracy. Compared to an intercept-only
model, the evidence for the regression model that includes variance is
much higher (BF= 3205; ΔBIC=16.2). For entropy, the BF is 1003

(ΔBIC= 13.8).
Given this effect of variance and entropy, a possible explanation for

the increase in prediction accuracy with longer relationship duration
could be that older participants (who have been in a relationship for
longer) have more homogenous preferences and hence show lower
variance and entropy. However, further analyses show no credible
difference in either variance or entropy between old and young parti-
cipants or between short and long relationship duration, respectively
(indicated by a median split for age and relationship duration). This
suggests that the increase in prediction accuracy with relationship
duration was not due to differences in preference homogeneity.

3.5. Similarity

Adding dissimilarity between partners to the regression model (m7)
as an additional predictor further improved model fit (ΔBIC=1,092,
BF > 10,000). The corresponding regression coefficient was positive,
indicating that similarity increases prediction accuracy. In particular, a
one-point increase in similarity increased prediction accuracy by 0.21
points.

To test whether similarity increased with relationship duration and/
or depended on age, we estimated another multilevel regression that
was similar to the previous one but contained dissimilarity as a de-
pendent variable and relationship duration as a predictor. Results of
this analysis indicated that including relationship duration as a pre-
dictor explained the data better than an intercept-only model
(ΔBIC= 7.3, BF= 37). The sign of the estimated regression coefficient
showed that couples who had been in a relationship for longer were
slightly more similar. This is in line with the idea of social causation.
The effect was quite small, however. For every ten years of relationship
duration, similarity increased by only 0.05 points. Adding participants’
age to the regression did not improve model fit further. A mediation
analysis on the level of individual participants confirmed that the effect
of age on similarity was fully mediated by relationship duration
(Tingley et al., 2014). This suggests that the increased similarity in
long-term couples was not due to a cohort or generation effect.

Given that similarity increased slightly with relationship duration, a
possible reason for the positive link between relationship duration and
prediction accuracy could be that participants in long-term relation-
ships base their predictions to an increasing degree on their own pre-
ferences (i.e., use projection). In line with this idea, the difference be-
tween respondents' own preferences and their predictions of their
partners’ preferences decreased slightly with relationship duration,
hence indicating more projection as couples live together longer
(ΔBIC= 12.4, BF= 485). However, this effect could also be driven by
greater partner similarity in combination with greater partner knowl-
edge, which is difficult to disentangle with the data at hand.

Table 1
Overview of the estimated random effects regression models with the absolute prediction error as dependent variable. The upper part of the table contains the
estimated fixed effects for the different regression models (m0 to m7) that differ based on the number and type of predictors they include. The lower part of the table
shows the model fit, quantified as the (log) likelihood of the observed data given the respective model predictions and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
which takes model complexity (i.e., the number of predictor variables) into account. Better model fit is indicated by a higher (log)likelihood and a lower BIC. Here,
both measures point to m7 as the best fitting model.

Linear Model m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7

Fixed effects
Intercept 1.064 1.273 1.213 1.132 1.672 1.918 1.661 1.375
Age −0.004 0.002
Relationship duration −0.005 −0.007 −0.006 −0.006 −0.005 −0.004
Target preferences −0.100 −0.098 −0.065 −0.063
Extreme preferences −0.138 −0.281 −0.231
Idiosyncratic preferences 0.247 0.125
couples’ dissimilarity 0.205
Model fit
log(likelihood) −26,379 −26,371 −26,361 −26,360 −26,176 −26,081 −25,888 −25,337
BIC 52,807 52,800 52,780 52,788 52,420 52,240 51,862 50,771
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3.6. Satisfaction

Participants' satisfaction with their life in general and their family
life in particular was quite high on average, with observed mean ratings
of 7.2 (SD=1.5) and 8.5 (SD=1.5), respectively, on a scale from 1 to
10. To test whether making accurate partner predictions affected sa-
tisfaction, we estimated a regression with participants' mean absolute
prediction error as a predictor and one of the two satisfaction measures
as the dependent variable. In a second step, we compared this model to
an intercept-only (i.e., “null”) model. Results indicate that individuals
who were more accurate in predicting their partners' preferences were
also slightly more satisfied with their family life (ΔBIC= 5.85,
BF= 19). With an R2 of 0.0048, the correlation was very small, how-
ever. Accuracy was independent of general life satisfaction, and there
was no link between any of the satisfaction measures and how well
participants' preferences were predicted by their respective partners or
by the absolute difference in couples’ prediction error.

Further analyses indicated that couples who shared more similar
preferences were slightly more satisfied with family life (ΔBIC= 4.56,
BF= 9.8) and that people who were more satisfied with family life
relied more on projection (ΔBIC= 6.84, BF=31). A possible ex-
planation for the latter result could be that people in happier re-
lationships assume higher similarity between themselves and their
partners.

4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to identify and empirically test variables
that indicate how well couples in relationships know each other's food
preferences in a large, nationally representative sample. Results show
that prediction accuracy in couples increases with relationship duration
rather than with age. Further, accuracy is higher for positive, more
common (i.e., stereotypical), and extreme preferences, and in couples
who share similar preferences. Accurate partner knowledge goes along
with a slightly higher satisfaction with family life but is independent of
general life satisfaction.

The results at hand confirm previous findings that likes are pre-
dicted more accurately than dislikes, sometimes referred to as a “po-
sitivity” effect (e.g., Gershoff et al., 2003, 2007; see also; Mata et al.,
2008). The fact that some previous studies in the food domain reported
contrary results, namely that dislikes are more accurately predicted
than likes, suggests that the effect of valence on predictive accuracy is
sensitive to the specific context and the type of stimuli that are used. In
line with this, an important moderating variable seems to be the ex-
tremeness of people's food preferences. Our data show that extreme
preferences are predicted more accurately. Presumably, couples are
more likely to talk about and remember their extreme positive and
negative food preferences in order to either seek or avoid these items.

The finding that more stereotypical preferences are predicted more
accurately supports the base-rate hypothesis proposed by Pollmann and
Scheibehenne (2015), Scheibehenne et al. (2011), and others (e.g.,
Acitelli et al., 2001; Finkenauer & Righetti, 2011). Importantly, the
results further show that the base-rate and the valence accounts are not
mutually exclusive but make independent contributions. This finding
extends recent work by Pollmann and Scheibehenne (2015), who tested
the two hypotheses against each other.3

In line with previous research on social causation in romantic
couples (e.g., Thomas et al., 1997) and dietary convergence in long-
term relationships (Bove et al., 2003; Groyecka et al., 2018), our data
suggests that people's food preferences become slightly more similar

over the course of their relationships, irrespective of age. Results fur-
ther show that similarity improves predictive accuracy after controlling
for both relationship duration and how stereotypical the preferences
are. The latter control variables account for the possibility that a cou-
ple's similarity is higher for items on which most people agree. To-
gether, these results provide strong evidence of a positive effect of si-
milarity (see also Lerouge & Warlop, 2006; Scheibehenne et al., 2011).
One reason why similarity improves predictions could be that partici-
pants project their own preferences (Davis et al., 1986).

Our findings confirm previous findings showing that partner
knowledge increases with relationship duration (e.g., Iafrate et al.,
2012; West, 1996) but are in contrast to Scheibehenne et al. (2011),
who found that elderly couples in long relationships made less accurate
predictions than young couples. In extension to the study by Schei-
behenne et al., our data allow us to statistically disentangle the influ-
ence of age and relationship duration. Thus, one possible explanation
for the differing results is that their study relied on a relatively small,
cross-sectional convenience sample (20 old and 20 young couples) that
was not necessarily representative of the population. The difference
could also be due to the type of stimuli, as Scheibehenne et al. (2011)
used exotic food dishes rather than common individual food items.
Likewise, it could be that couples in new relationships (as was the case
in the data used by Scheibehenne et al., 2011) are particularly accurate
in their predictions and hence an extreme group (see Thomas et al.,
1997, for a similar pattern in newlywed couples). Given the relatively
small effect size in the current data, previous studies that did not find a
correlation (see Fletcher & Kerr, 2010, for an overview) may also have
been statistically underpowered or focused on too limited a range in
relationship duration.

Finally, our findings show that partner knowledge in the food do-
main correlates with family life satisfaction. This result extends pre-
vious findings showing that the ability to “read” others' thoughts and
feelings increases one's own relationship satisfaction (Thomas &
Fletcher, 2003) but differs from the results reported by Pollmann and
Finkenauer (2009), who found no correlation between objective
partner knowledge of food preferences and relationship satisfaction.
The correlation in our data was very small, however, which may ex-
plain the difference to Pollmann and Finkenauer who had a smaller
sample size and hence lower statistical power.

In our data, having a partner who better predicted one's preferences
did not increase satisfaction with family life in the target individuals.
This is in line with similar findings by Pollmann and Finkenauer (2009)
but stands in contrast to other studies reporting correlations of this kind
in the food domain (e.g., Ickes, 1993; Simpson et al., 1995; Stinson &
Ickes, 1992). Likewise, we found no correlation between general life
satisfaction and either one's own predictive accuracy or the predictive
accuracy of one's partner. A possible reason for these missing links
could be that concrete knowledge about specific (food) preferences has
a negligible influence on general life satisfaction. In line with this,
Finkenauer and Righetti (2011) showed that concrete knowledge is
often less relevant for satisfaction as compared to people's subjective
beliefs about how well their partner knows them or how well they think
they know their partner (i.e., “perceived knowledge”).

Finally, our data shows that people who are more satisfied with
their family life also share more similar preferences with their partners.
This correlation aligns with the notion that similarity breeds affection
(e.g., Thomas et al., 1997). Given the cross-sectional data used here, the
causal direction could also be reversed.

4.1. Limitations and future research

The large, representative sample of participants provides ample
statistical power to detect even small effects and allows the results to be
generalized to the population level. The selected foods also covered a
wide range from strongly disliked to strongly liked, and thus provided
the basis to test the research questions at hand. The generalizability of

3 For ease of comparison, Figure A1 in the Appendix plots the data in a similar
format to Fig. 1 in Pollmann and Scheibehenne (2015). As can be seen from the
figure, there is a positive slope (indicating the effect of base rates), and most
points are above zero on the y-axis (indicating the effect of valence).
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the results is limited, however, by the specific set of 18 food items. Even
though the foods were common and included a wide range of in-
gredients, the selection was somewhat restricted. Also, in many natural
settings, people might predict preferences for more complex options
such as dishes or meals rather than individual items or ingredients.
Besides this, data were collected at one point in time and thus do not
provide a basis for assessing the test-retest reliability of the measures in
general or the stability of participants’ preferences and predictions
across time, nor do they allow changes to be tracked over time in
couples or individuals. Addressing these questions requires a long-
itudinal design, and hence remains a task for future research.

Another limitation of our results concerns the calculation of couples’
prediction accuracy as difference scores that depend on similar re-
sponse biases between partners (Cronbach, 1955; Stern & West, 2018).
For example, both partners might have a tendency to choose higher
numbers on the seven-point answer scale, which would erroneously
inflate prediction accuracy.

Future research might also consider testing the role of individual
differences in taste sensitivity (e.g. due to physiological variation in
fungiform papillae (FP) density and 6-n-propylthiouracil (PROP) taster
status; Duffy & Bartoshuk, 2000) as potential explanation for some of

the variation in the food preferences we observed.

4.2. Conclusions

Eating together or providing food for others is one of the most
common daily activities. This study on a large representative sample of
partners living together showed the importance of preference char-
acteristics (such as likes versus dislikes) as well as partner character-
istics (such as relationship length and shared preferences) for accurate
food predictions. While the reported effect sizes were often small, their
significance is not: Given that most people living with others make
food-related predictions, potentially on a daily basis, even small in-
creases in prediction accuracy could make a notable impact on the
population level, for example, reducing resource use for food produc-
tion and food waste.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.appet.2018.11.021.

Appendix

Fig. A1. The figure plots the mean preference rating for each of the 18 foods across all participants on the x-axis against the difference between the average
prediction accuracy for likes against dislikes on the y-axis. Here, likes are defined as preference ratings> 4 and dislikes are defined as preference ratings< 4 on the
seven-point answer scale (vertical dotted line). Error bars are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals across individual data. Points in the upper half of the figure
depict cases where likes were better predicted than dislikes. Points on the right depict cases in which most participants liked the items. As can be seen from the figure,
the relative accuracy of predicting likes and dislikes depends on the mean preferences across all participants, indicating a systematic influence of base rates. The red
line shows the best-fitting regression. This line is slightly elevated above the diagonal. This indicates that overall, likes are better predicted than dislikes. The figure
layout is similar to Fig. 1 in Pollmann and Scheibehenne (2015).
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